
From the author of Hour of the Bees comes another  
captivating story that deftly blurs the line between reality  

and magic — and will leave you wondering What if?

by LINDSAY EAGAR
The Loch Ness Monster. The Frogman. Bigfoot. 
Twelve-year-old Miranda Cho used to believe 
in it all, used to love poring over every strange 
footprint, every stray hair, everything that  
proved that the world was full of wonders.  
But that was before her mother’s obsession  
with monsters cost Miranda her friends and  
her perfect school record, before Miranda  
found the stack of unopened bills and notices  
of foreclosure in the silverware drawer. Now  
the fact that her mom’s a cryptozoologist  
doesn’t seem wonderful — it’s embarrassing  
and irresponsible, and it could cost them  
everything. So Miranda agrees to go on one  
last creature hunt, determined to use all her  
scientific know-how to prove to her mother, 
once and for all, that Bigfoot isn’t real. Then  
her mom will have no choice but to grow up  
and get a real job — one that will pay the  
mortgage and allow Miranda to attend the  
leadership camp of her dreams. But when  
the trip goes horribly awry, will it be Miranda 
who’s forced to question everything she believes?

LINDSAY EAGAR is the highly acclaimed 
author of Hour of the Bees, Race to the Bottom of 
the Sea, and The Patron Thief of Bread. She lives 
in the mountains of Utah with her husband and 
their two daughters.
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More from  LINDSAY EAGAR

AUTHOR’S NOTE
The idea for this book came from one 
distinct moment when my daughter 
Finley was three. We went to see the 
excellent Pixar movie Brave, and as 
soon as we got home, Fin turned to 
me and said, “Okay, let’s play Brave. 
I’m Merida, and you’re the queen.” 

I was instantly gobsmacked. What 
does she mean, “you’re the queen”?  
I thought. I’m obviously Merida!  

I’m not the queen — the queen is old, the queen is a mom, and  
I’m . . . Oh. OHHHH. Of course Finley looked at me and 
thought I was the mother — I was her mother, and that was all 
she saw me as. To her, she was the princess, the main character, 
the hero, and I was just a mom.

This was quickly followed by the horrifying realization that I 
had likely done this to my own mother at one point. And in this 
moment I had a vision of the generations of daughters who had 
stepped beyond their mothers into the spotlight, and of mothers 
who were misunderstood by their daughters. 

I took this idea and added to it an ingredient I had been 
dying to toss into a story: Finley’s early childhood obsession 
with Bigfoot, which took form in her wearing binoculars on 
summer drives through our wooded Utah mountains, staking 
out the backyard to watch for unusual shadows, and, of course, 
finding footprints in every patch of mud. 

When I finished the first draft, I was surprised to see that this 
story was not just a tale of a mother and daughter coming to 

grips with their unorthodox familial roles against the backdrop 
of cryptozoology. It was a story about belief. About what it 
means to believe and how, for many people, evidence is not a 
prerequisite for belief. 

It became a book about how we all have embarrassing  
beliefs, beliefs we hold on to despite all evidence that 
contradicts it. My main character is horrified that her mother 
thinks there is really a Bigfoot, but she herself clings to a sad, 
hollow belief that her dad, who left when she was five, will 
really come back for her one day. 

What if, I imagined, a mother and daughter went into  
the woods to track and catch Bigfoot, but instead they each 
confronted one of their own impossible beliefs? What if there 
were even more impossible things to discover in a forest than a 
tall, hairy, bipedal humanoid wandering in the moss? 

The Bigfoot Files is furry monsters and pseudoscience. It is 
the never-ending green of the moss and leaf and tree of forests. 
It is the gloomy overhanging drizzle of the Pacific Northwest. 
It is prickly tween girls and nontraditional mothers. It is the 
heartbreak of growing out of playing pretend and fairy tales — 
of feeling yourself grow out of them, of knowing that tomorrow 
when you wake up, you will be one step closer to adulthood, 
and the fear and loneliness of that chasm between being a child 
and being a teenager.

It is a love story for every mother who still believes she is 
the Merida in her own life, and it is a love story for my own 
daughter.

It is a love story for everyone who has ever asked, “What if?” 

H “An exciting maritime adventure with a 
strong, layered heroine.”  
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“Race to the Bottom of the Sea has something 
for every reader: science, beautiful imagery, 
treasure, danger, self-discovery, robotics, all 
things pirates, and so much candy.”  
— Deseret News

H “Eagar seamlessly blends a twelve-year-old 
girl’s summer of change with a hefty dose of 
magical realism in this accomplished debut.”  
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“Lindsay Eagar has said that her novel Hour 
of the Bees first came to her as a title without a 
story, involving elements — bees approaching 
a man named Serge — whose meanings she did 
not know. Only after she had finished writing 
did it all make sense to her, which is a nice 
echo of what the reader will experience in this 
mystical, memorable riddle of a book.”  
— The Wall Street Journal
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H “Vivid descriptions and gentle intro-
spection easily transport readers into the 
teeming medieval world, but at its core, it’s an 
utterly enchanting exploration of family in its 
many forms.” — Booklist (starred review) 

H “[Eagar] wields atmospheric language to 
make both her vaguely medieval, vaguely 
French setting and the art and craft of bread- 
making vivid. . . . Ambitious, absorbing, and, 
at times, mouthwatering.”  
— Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
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